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and dug them up again There was, and is, no public
drainage, and all the water from the south side of the
hill, after filling the half-choked ditches which should
lead it to the Thames, drains down into our village of
Bayworth I wonder whether the responsible local
authority has ever taken a walk—or swim—in Bayworth
in the wet weather Perhaps it has, and has not survived
the adventure1 I am told that this primitive state of
affairs may be discovered elsewhere throughout this
royal realm of England	So far as I can remember,
the only public services we could, with certainty, rely
on were the regular presentation of demand notes for
rates and taxes and an increase in our assessment
Yet these drawbacks, if drawbacks they be, were
mitigated by the society which congregated on Boar's
Hill It is true that Lord Berkeley, who had built in
instalments representative of many styles of architecture,
a sort of baronial castle, had left us for the historic
castle of Berkeley, but we had among us the late Poet
Laureate, Robert Bridges, and his successor of whom
I have spoken so often, because I think so much of him,
John Masefield
It was indeed astonishing to learn how authorship
thrives on Boar's Hill, astonishing till the hill taught me
that nothing stagnates there As Warde Fowler once
observed, this bluff of land marks a division—the
warmth of the South reaches just so far, so that we are
Southerners, whilst bleaker Oxford lies just beyond
the reach of the South But yet southern though we
be, we have the blustering, genial south-west gales and
the keen noith wind for our tonic and our stimulus
Sun and wind make the flowers grow and writers
blossom The sun and wind tolerate no phansees,
and so all of us who live on Boar's Hill must sooner or
later become scribes The Hon Mrs Dowdall, whose
fertile pen has delighted so many readers, is one of
our nearest neighbours Mrs Harnsson, the artist,
some of whose pictures hang upon our walls, is another
neighbour, and her mother, Mrs Grierson, with whom

